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A Century of Unionism in Auckland
Fire-fighters’ Union founded in 1913
Glimpse of Working Conditions 100 Years Ago
Firemen formed their first union in Auckland 100 years ago on
August 10th 1913.
Those in permanent employment with the Auckland Fire
Board got together and registered the name Auckland Fire
Brigades’ Employees’ Industrial Union of Workers under the
Industrial and Conciliation Act 1894, legislation which enabled
unions to take disputes to conciliation, heard by a committee
of elected employer and employee interests.
The Auckland union was the second in New Zealand,
modelled on one formed by Wellington firemen just the month
before.
First Dispute - Unique
The Union lost no time after its formation to make a claim
before the Conciliation Council. In less than a month the
firemen’s requests were registered, a conciliation board had
been appointed and a hearing was underway.
The “referee” for that historic first session was Conciliation
Commissioner, T. Giles, while the employers were
represented by the Chairman of the Fire Board, David Goldie,
P. Butler and Superintendent Charles Woolley, led by lawyer
C. Grosvenor. Those appearing for the fire-fighters were G.
Scott, E. Hollis, and John Drew with their legal adviser, A.
Rosser.
The Commissioner was mediating industrial matters applying
to firemen for the first time and said the dispute was unique.
“Members of this Union are occupied in neither a trade nor an
industry,” he said, which must have shaken the firemen
somewhat, until he continued, “but it is, nevertheless,
important work of great value to the community and it
involves great personal risk”. Then he tried to summarise the
case the firemen had brought before the Council, “…there are
just three vital points of difference: wages, preference and the
question of strikes, but when I look at these I don’t think that
even on these points there are material different points of
view”.
Wage Demand
On wages, firemen wanted a graded pay scale from
probationers (2 pounds twelve shillings and sixpence a week)
to motormen (2 pounds seventeen shillings and sixpence),
with increments for each of the first 3 years in the job. The
Fire Board, naturally, was offering a little less than the Union’s
claims. The men wanted the ranks properly described and as
well they sought an allowance for those married men who
were not housed in quarters and there was a demand for two
weeks paid holidays a year and a whole day off each week.
Auckland firemen pointed out that they were already paid less
than their Wellington counterparts, an average of 127 pounds
per year as against 147 pounds in the Capital. The present
proposal was for Auckland fire-fighters to get 153 pounds.
Other Matters

On the subject of preference, there were
differences, despite what Commissioner
Giles had said earlier about consensus.
The firemen believed that all employees
must join the Union within 3 months of
being taken on as permanent staff. Fire
Board members strongly objected to this
demand but agreed at once that
employees should not affiliate with, or
have any connection with, any federation
or trade union, or any outside body of
workers. Management obviously
preferred to negotiate with just one
workers’ organisation.
The Board then went on to put its
requirement regarding strikes. “We want
a clause in any agreement that stipulates
that at all times the union will do its best
to prevent any strike by any of the
workers under the award, and, what’s
more, should a strike occur the award
shall be suspended and the conditions
as to wages, overtime, and hours of work
would become a matter between
employer and employee”.
Backwards Offer!
Fire Board assessors must have been
shocked when the Commissioner, who
obviously had done the sums, said that
the Auckland Board’s offer in these
hearings was, in fact, less than the men
were presently being paid. This was the
opportunity for fire-fighters to point out
that wage talks are very often a Dutch
auction. It must have been a hopeful
tone: “…they usually start low and then
end up offering a little bit more”.
But David Goldie, Board Chairman and
assessor, emphasised the present pay
was sufficient. “There’s never a shortage
of capable men applying for jobs as
firemen,” he said, “and recent
advertisements had to be pulled after the
first day because of the flood of
applicants”. “Ah!” a fireman retorted, “...
but the pay’s so low they never stay long,
they rarely hang about, they can get
better money elsewhere.”
No one over 40
The parties went away to think about
developments. When the hearing
resumed a week or so later the
Commissioner again addressed the
strange circumstances of the
case…”there is no Arbitration Court
award which can.be taken as a

precedent. Men engaged as firemen are
considered deservedly well by the
community as the work entails a
strenuous, hazardous life, and what
might be termed "nervy" work. The fact
that a man over 40 years of age is
debarred as a fireman shows that people
are wanted in the zenith of their powers”.
Gave a Little…
The Fire Board agreed to some pay
increases but preferred “the present
award to continue, with a 10 per cent
bonus until after the end of the War” (The
Balkan War with its uncertainties that
later led to World War 1). And as for rank,
Senior Firemen would have to pass
appropriate qualifications before
graduating.
The firemen, as might be expected, were
dismayed with the Board’s offer. “It’s
‘bedrock’, and what’s more it is
extraordinary that you, the Fire Board’s
representatives, can’t make a binding
decision here and now on the spot,
saying you have to go back to a meeting
of all your members”. The Commissioner
pulled up the firemen’s representative…
“I believe the outcome’s satisfactory
because any matters decided in
conciliation are mere recommendations”.
Both sides retired again to consider their
positions…
Outcome
When agreement was reached the
firemen must have been well-pleased
with the results of their brand new Union
making its first demands to the Fire
Board bosses, and that it had all been
agreed in a cordial atmosphere… and
within a month.
Wage increases were granted, slightly
higher than those recently introduced in
Wellington. There was a new scale for
motormen (firemen-drivers), watchroom
attendants got an allowance and, for the
first time, so did married firemen who
lived off-station. Seven days’ annual
leave was written in to the Agreement
with additional leave on half-pay. A
further concession was won by the
union: firemen on the watch tower
lookout duties were to be spelled from 9
p.m. till midnight on one night each
week.
Uniform

Uniform issue was also agreed. On completion of probation
all firemen were entitled, free of charge, to a new outfit of
working clothes, comprising cap, two pairs of sea-boots, one
uniform dress jacket, two fire-jerseys, and two pairs of uniform
trousers. The final arrangement prohibited the fire-fighters
affiliating with, or having any connection with, any other trade
union or federation. On career prospects, the agreement said
promotion was to take place from within the employees of the
brigade when a vacancy occurred, as determined by the
Board on the recommendation of the Superintendent. In all
cases seniority, capability, suitability, and record must be
taken into consideration.
Conclusion
The award was for two years. Commissioner Giles, thanked
the assessors for the fair way they handled the claims and
their expressions of confidence and goodwill.
He must have been relieved things went so smoothly with his
first experience dealing with fire-fighters. The first conciliation
hearing brought by Auckland’s first firemen’s union putting its
first claims for improved wages and conditions was over.
Sources
Auckland Star
New Zealand Herald
Papers Past, National Library website accessed July 2013
“United To Protect”, G M Gillon, Orion Press, 1985
By R. C. Carlyon

Sleepyhead Bedding Fire
Grey Lynn, Auckland City
BROWN Watch Central fire-fighters responded recently to a fire in
a large bedding factory. Although not spectacular in nature, nor incurring major loss figures, the fire proved interesting for the Fire Service.
The building is approximately sixty to seventy years old and of
three floors and a basement, being of wooden construction upper
floors with a brick and concrete exterior, and used exclusively for the
manufacture of bedding.
★★★★
It was a typical Monday at City Station with training activity
on and off station.
The Rescue Tender was away at a wrecker’s yard doing
cutting and extrication training and the Ponsonby Pump and
crew were at City Station with crews involved in Station Officer
examination "practical’s".
At approximately 1100 hours we were turned out to multiple
telephone calls to a factory on fire, the building being the
bedding factory at the Western Springs end of Richmond
Road, Grey Lynn.
We all knew the building as a matter of course, as all the
inner city's old wooden buildings are considered a risk.
The initial standard turn-out was a three-pump, two of which
were City and Ponsonby, the other being Balmoral.

As we turned towards Ponsonby, the building, located near
the high point of the City's skyline showed some signs of
activity, but not a great deal, which would have signified a
"going" job.
We knew the building was well sprinklered, and as we
hadn't also received a "sprinkler" call, we assumed it wouldn't
be much of a fire.
We were also wondering if the sprinkler system was in fact
working, if there was indeed a working fire.
Our arrival was a K99; this indicated a well involved fire from
the first floor windows, with thick smoke but on immediate
observation, it didn't appear to be escalating as the nature of
the building and its business and contents would suggest.
The fire was centered in a corner of the building located
furthest from the sprinkler house, so Ponsonby 261 with Station Officer Rick Sloman in charge was dispatched to the
sprinkler house, to initiate a sprinkler system pressure boost.

As the building was fully occupied at the time of the
fire, an initial check of occupants and correct evacuation
was undertaken.

This was important in an old building of this nature.
A high-pressure delivery was then run into the building.
The pump driver, Johnny Farndon, transmitted a "second
alarm" at this point while crews donned up in breathing
apparatus and entered the darkened building with zero
visibility due to the fire.
The sprinklers had suddenly started and commenced
to thunder massive amounts of water onto the crews as
they crept through the interior on the side of the factory
which was the only site allowing fire spread horizontally.
As the crews approached the seat of the fire, it was
apparent the sprinkler system had contained it well,
although they hit a few patches of fire in the roof on the
way in, which the sprinklers couldn't reach, due to reduced
pressure.
Visibility began to improve and once it was established
the fire was well and truly out, the sprinkler system was
shut down and the salvage process began, with smoke
extraction being rapidly carried out on both floors utilising
the positive pressure system (Eds. Note: See article next
issue).
The cleanup and recommissioning of the building
carried on until 1800 hours when it was "cleared".
Investigations revealed that the factory sprinkler system

had been shut down while a cutting job
was carried out on the system by
engineers.
Unfortunately, this was carried out
in the immediate vicinity of a lacquer
spray booth.
The resulting inevitable ignition and
flash fire became uncontrollable so fast
that portable extinguishers near-by and
used immediately, could not contain it, the
fire now also inside extensive ducting and
now well ablaze. This sudden flash fire
activated forty-seven sprinkler heads in
the area, but prior to the system being
turned on by the Ponsonby crew, the
pressure required to service these heads
was not enough and even though Ponsonby boosted the system, hot spots were
still not extinguished by the system.

The Fire Service control Room had
received a Private Fire Alarm Call (PFA)
prior to the Brigade's arrival and it is
assumed it was from the anti-tamper
device, caused by the agent
reconnecting the isolating switch with
the stop valve closed.
The fire area contained two spray
booths but had been cleared of
production due to the maintenance, so
the fire loading, luckily, was less than
normal.
Although not major by Fire Service
standards, the incident highlighted the
real nature of a sprinkler system's
business, although as in Vita Foam a
few years ago, no system can
withstand a fire which rapidly sets off
tens of heads, all requiring a flow of 60
1/minute according to the Industry
Standards.
The expected flow from a system
with forty-seven heads activated by
fire is in the region of 9,600 l/minute.

Thanks to SSO Ross Taylor, and
Brown Watch Central Command.
(Northern Firelines February 1994)

Heavy Transport
Overturned Driver Trapped
SOUTH AUCKLAND roads are renowned for serious accidents, many fatal,
and the Southern Command Rescue Tender crews are considered Auckland's
most experienced
In a day they considered "routine",
Manukau's Green Watch Rescue Crews
had an interesting morning dealing with a
truck overturned. Here's their story:
The first call was received at 0911
hours and was to a truck rolled on the
Patumahoe to Waiuku Road, person's
trapped.
Initial turn-out was Patumahoe Volunteer pump, Pukekohe Volunteer Rescue
Van, and Manukau's Heavy Rescue Tender, as well as Southern Command's Divisional Officer, Lance Blyde.

On arrival the scene was one heavy
articulated truck which was completely
up;side down, tractor cab unit, as well as
a long trailer. The truck was a brand new,
long nosed Ford.
The cab of the truck was completely
flattened to the bonnet level, and it was
embedded into a bank and a farm fence,
with high voltage power lines (11 kv) and
pole collapsed down and on top of the
vehicle.
The driver of the vehicle was still in the
cab. He was conscious and talking, but
invisible in the wreckage.
His condition and nature of injuries
could only be surmised at this point until
power was shut down and a closer inspection made.
The position of the truck, and the nature of entrapment presented the crews
with some very real challenges.
These challenges were alleviated
somewhat by incredible strokes of luck for

not only the crews but also the driver. Firstly, the 11kv power
lines.
Although they were still very much live, the local power
authority, Waikato Power had a gang working nearby on a
separate job and whose services were immediately utilised,
having the power to the rescue scene, isolated within 4 minutes
of the first arriving appliance, Patumahoe 561, and earthed
completely, within fifteen minutes of the call.

Third Officer Cossell of the Pukekohe Brigade had requested immediately on his arrival in the Rescue Van, a heavy crane,
and the Rescue Tender from Auckland City station was dispatched, as it is equipped with a Palfinger Hydraulic crane on
the rear of the vehicle.
The truck was resting such that if panels, struts, or wreckage were cut or otherwise removed, it would collapse the truck
onto the already crushed and upside down driver, killing him.
The process of stabilising the truck was going to be a
long and laborious task.
The Police had ordered a private heavy crane also, but
luckily, there were Glenbrook Steel Mill workers at the crash
site who requested a huge crane from the nearby mill, and this
arrived within half an hour of the brigade's arrival.
The Police cancelled their crane, which could manage a
hour minimum arrival time.
The wrecked truck was steadily stabilised using hydraulic
rams and large wooden blocks from the Rescue Tenders,
which enabled Ambulance crews to access, and finally assess,
the victim's injuries, before the lift and extrication began.
The driver was pinned by the legs by the pneumatic seat
forcing him into the collapsed roof and into the steering wheel.
Two rescue sectors were formed, one each side of the
truck, each with a task, one crew working to remove the seat,
the other removing the steering wheel from the driver's chest.
These crews were Station Officer Grant Thompson and the
Manukau crew on one side, and the Patumahoe and Pukekohe
crew on the other, working in tandem.
This two pronged attack resulted in the driver's removal, one
and a half hours after the brigade arrival.
The slow method was safer than a "Plan B" which was
devised as a stand-by. Should the driver have deteriorated to
the point of quick removal, the truck would have been hoisted
off the ground and the cab chopped away from him to drop him
down quickly.
After removal to hospital, the driver was later discharged
with bruising the abrasions!!!

While a long time in rescue and release being effected, a
de-brief established that the time frame was unavoidable if
safety of crews and patient was to be maintained, and it was a
rescue which was accomplished under difficult conditions, but
which was accomplished with excellent inter crew
communication and co-operation.

The other interesting point was that the arrival of City Rescue
Tender never eventuated, as they were diverted past us to a
"M.V.A. Persons Trapped" just a few kilometers away from the
rescue scene, and at the same time, Papakura were
responding to a car on fire in the same vicinity, all working
jobs. M. V.A. persons trapped, Glenbrook, South Auckland
The Station Officer of Patumahoe 561 was an off-duty
Professional fire-fighter Station Officer, Derek Lovell, from Red
Watch Ellerslie, who lives in the area, and was well versed in
M.V.A. situations, having been a crewman on the Southern
Rescue Tender at Manukau for a number of years, on the same
watch.
Call time: 0911 hours,
Arrival 561: 0923 hours
Person removed from vehicle: 1108 hours
Stop Message: 1108 hours
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BIG LOSS IN
SPECTACULAR CITY BLAZE
24th September, 1949
Stock worth £50,000 was destroyed or damaged last night
when the top floor storeroom of the Loan and Mercantile
Agency’s building in Fanshawe Street was gutted. It was the
most spectacular fire in Auckland for many months.
The whole storeroom was ablaze when the alarm was given,
and only swift action by firemen stopped the flames from
spreading to other parts of the building.
Mr M. B. Iggulden, manager of the Loan and Mercantile
Agency said today that it would be some time before the total
damage could be assessed. The storeroom was destroyed,

but damage to the rest of the building was
mostly confined to smoke and water.
Stock destroyed or damaged was worth
about £50,000.
The insurances on the building are held
by the Union Assurance Society Ltd.
Within a few minutes of the alarm being
given at 9.7 pm three brigades and the
extension ladder from fire headquarters
and two brigades from district stations
were at the scene. Firemen found the
whole top floor storeroom blazing, and the
wind carrying the flames into the adjoining
store of Burns, Philp and Co.
Swift concentration on this danger point
checked the fire’s spread, and meanwhile
a call for assistance brought two more
engines and another extension ladder.
Nine leads poured water into the storeroom from all sides, and in a short time all
risk of the fire spreading had passed.
Flames still leapt from the storeroom,
and watching thousands who saw a crack
appear in the building at the corner of
Fanshawe and Federal Streets waited
fearfully for the front to collapse. But firemen on the extension ladder and on the
building itself concentrated their hoses on
the corner and the crack grew no wider.
By 10.30 the flames had died down,
and the crowd thinned to a few hundred.
There were several small outbreaks after
this, however, and beams on the second
floor were still smoldering this morning,

The Auckland Fire Brigade Band assembled outside the central Fire Station

They will never find us in here

